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MAVERICKS FOOTBALL GRIDIRON NEWS

  

Mavericks armed to tame the

  

Uvalde Coyotes

  

By: Conrado Perez, Jr. – Eagle Pass Sports Central

  

“Your best and only source for local sports news in Eagle Pass”

  

  

Coming off their shutout victory over Crystal City the C.C. Winn Mavericks’ varsity football team
under the leadership of head football coach Eric Villasenor will continue their 2019 high school
gridiron schedule on Friday, September 9, 2019 with a road trip to Uvalde, Texas to tangle
against the Uvalde Coyotes in a 7:30 PM non-district gridiron matchup at the famed Honey
Bowl.      

  

  

The home standing Uvalde Coyotes under the direction of head coach R.T. Gonzales are
coming off a 28 to 27 overtime victory over the Eagle Pass Eagles. The Coyotes offense will be
led by their backfield duo of their athletic quarterback Domingo Davila #2 as well as their
featured workhorse tailback Sotero Martinez #21 a hardnosed runner that must be contained.
The fullback will be Joel Valdez #1 a very good blocker, D’Andre Carroll #81 will be the slot
back a very tall and fast receiver with excellent hands and is their main threat in their passing
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scheme, Christian Rivera #11 is the wing back, Marc Mancha #8 is the Z-Receiver tall and likes
to run short routes, Chris Cantu # 84 the tallest receiver with good hands but was knocked out
of the Eagle Pass game with a concussion.. The Coyotes offensive line will feature Frank
Hernandez #56 at left tackle, Javen Terrazas #66 at left guard, Julian Ortiz #62 at center,
Peyton Carnes #55 at right guard and Elijah Flores #68 at right tackle.

  

  

The visiting Mavericks offense under the guidance of offensive coordinator Heriberto Roiz enter
this contest with their three year starting quarterback Ethan Johnston #2 leading the offensive
attack with Ethan Cazares #24 as the featured hardnosed running back along with Jose Pablo
Ramos #32, The Mavericks sure handed receiving corps will feature Ernesto Vasquez #13,
Michael Olivo #11, Mathew De Alba #4 and Joe Garza #3. The Mavericks big offensive line
comprised by veteran Jaime Rodriguez #73 at Left Tackle, Adrian Munoz #75 as the Left
Guard, Daniel Ruiz #50 at Center, Miguel Nino #77 as the Right Guard and Juan Guerra #72 as
the Right Tacklewill need to continue their dominance in the trenches to unleash their potent
running game and provide the pass protection in their passing scheme Emanuel Oviedo #65 will
continue to handle the punting chores for the Mavericks with Almikar Ramos #12 and Mario
Contreras #5 sharing the placekicking duties.

  

  

The hard hitting, stingy and quick pursuing Mavericks defense mentored by co-head defensive
coordinators Rene Ramirez and Saul Salas will have their aggressive front four of Axel
Rodriguez #42 as the Right Defensive End, Jose Hinojosa #43 as the Left Defensive End, Jose
Anzures #92 as the Right Defensive Tackle, Alejandro Ontiveros #94 as the Left Defensive
Tackle, The line backing duo will feature Alex Chris Garcia #33 as the Mike Linebacker and
Jared Roiz #6 as the Buck Linebacker with defensive secondary unit comprised by Gilbert
Vasquez #20 as the Right Corner, Andrew Vasquez #22 as the Left Corner, Argenis Gonzalez
#21 as the Weak Safety, Maximus Contreras #36 as the Strong Safety and Eric Sanchez #15
as the Free Safety.
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Eagle Pass Sports Central wishes the mighty C.C. Winn Mavericks varsity football team the
very best of luck against the Uvalde Coyotes and invites the famed Maverick Nation as well as
the entire community of Eagle Pass, Texas to make the trip to Uvalde, Texas and support the
mighty C.C. Winn Mavericks against the Coyotes as well as throughout the entire 2019 season, 
GO MAVERICKS! 
BEAT THE
COYOTES!
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